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A chordal graph has a dominating clique iff it has diameter at most 3. A strongly chordal graph 
which has a dominating clique has one as small as the smallest dominating set-and, furthermore, 
there is a linear-time algorithm to find such a small dominating clique. 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to prove that a chordal graph has a dominating clique iff it 
has diameter at most 3, and to prove-by means of a linear-time algorithm-that 
a strongly chordal graph which has a dominating clique has one as small as the 
smallest dominating set. 
We first give the necessary definitions and notation. Throughout this paper we 
consider graphs G = ( V, E) to be finite and undirected, with no loops and no parallel 
edges. A set V’ E V is a dominating set if for all UE V- V’ there is a UE v’ such that 
(u,u)~E. If we require in addition that the subgraph induced by v’ in G have no 
isolated vertices (be connected/be a clique) then the corresponding set is called a total 
dominating set (resp. connected dominating set/dominating clique). We denote by y(G), 
the minimum size of a dominating set. The variations are denoted by ytotal(G), y_“(G), 
and Yclique(G), resp. (for more on domination problems see [S]). 
If there is a path between vertices u and u in G then the distance between u and u, 
denoted d&u,u), is the smallest k such that there is a path of length k-i.e. with 
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k edges-in G containing u and v. If G is connected then the diameter of G is the 
longest distance between two vertices of G (for elaboration of these standard defini- 
tions see [ 11). Vertices u, u of G are k-distant, or form a k-distant pair if d&, u) > k. 
Thus G has diameter k or has a k-distant pair, and not both. 
Obviously, every graph with a dominating clique has diameter at most 3. 
The converse is not true in general+onsider the chordless cycles of length 5 or 6. 
In Section 2 we prove that the converse is true for the class of chordal graphs. 
A graph G =( I’, E) is chordal if every cycle of length exceeding 3 has a 
chord-i.e. an edge joining two nonconsecutive vertices in the cycle. The property 
we need is that the chordal graphs are exactly the intersection graphs of subtrees 
in a tree [4]. More exactly, for each chordal graph G=( V, E), there exists a 
tree T, the clique tree (or characteristic tree) so that (i) the vertices of T correspond 
to the maximal cliques of G; (ii) for any UE I’, the vertices of T corresponding 
to the maximal cliques of G which contain v form a subtree of T-this subtree is 
said to correspond to the vertex v. Note the consequence that two vertices of G are 
adjacent iff their corresponding subtrees have a common vertex. Note that a clique 
L corresponding to a leaf of T has a vertex occurring in no other maximal 
clique but L. 
In Section 3 we address the question of finding a minimum size dominating clique (if 
one exists). We give an algorithm, which runs in time linear in the number of vertices 
and edges of the graph, for this problem on a subclass of chordal graphs called the 
strongly chordal graphs. The algorithm shows that y,ii,“,(G)= y(G) for a strongly 
chordal graph with diameter at most 3. In [7], it was shown that a similar result does 
not hold for chordal graphs even if the diameter is bounded by 2. A chordal graph 
G = ( V, E) is called strongly chordal (or totally balanced ) if every cycle of even length 
exceeding 5has an odd chord-i.e. a chord joining two nonconsecutive vertices of odd 
distance apart in the cycle. The property we need is that the strongly chordal graphs 
are exactly the graphs which possess a strong elimination ordering: The neighbourhood 
of a vertex DE I’ consists of u and the vertices adjacent o v. The neighbourhood matrix 
of G is a O-l matrix with a row for every vertex and a column for every vertex and 
a 1 in a position if the vertices corresponding to the row and column are equal or 
adjacent. (In other words, the neighbourhood matrix is the sum of the adjacency 
matrix and the identity matrix.) Any ordering of the vertices of G induces an ordering 
of the rows and the 
matrix is r-free if it 
corner-viz. 
/l l\ 
columns of the neighbourhood matrix of G. An ordered O-l 
has no ordered submatrix with a 0 only in the bottom right 
called a r. An ordering of the vertices of a graph G which makes the neighbourhood 
matrix r-free is called a strong elimination ordering. We use the result that a graph is 
strongly chordal iff it has a strong elimination ordering [2] (see [9] for this matrix 
formulation). 
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The algorithm for finding a minimum size dominating clique in a strongly chordal 
graph was developed in [6] (with a lengthy correctness proof) and announced 
in [7]. 
2. The existence of dominating cliques in chordal graphs 
Obviously, every graph with a dominating clique has diameter at most 3. The 
converse is not true in general+onsider the chordless cycles of length 5 or 6. The 
situation is different for chordal graphs. 
Theorem 2.1. A chordal graph G has a dominating clique iflit has diameter at most 3. 
Proof. We need only show that every chordal graph with diameter no more than 
3 has a dominating clique. This can be done by induction on the number n of vertices. 
For n= 1, the assertion is trivial. 
Let G =( V, E) be a chordal graph with n vertices and diameter at most 3. Let T be 
a clique tree of G. Let V be the family of subtrees of T corresponding to vertices of G. 
Note that if G has a dominating clique, it has one which is a maximal clique. 
Claim 2.2. A maximal clique C of G is dominating ifSfor each leaf L of T, there is 
a subtree in V containing both C and L. 
Proof of Claim 2.2. The ‘if direction is clear. The ‘only if’ direction follows from the 
fact that the clique L contains some vertex which is in no other maximal clique. 0 
Pick some leaf L of T. Let Vr. be the (nonempty) set of vertices of G which occur in 
only the clique L. Let G’ be the subgraph of G induced by V- V,. The clique tree of G 
is T’ = T- {L}. Let 9’“’ be the family of subtrees of T’ corresponding to vertices of G’. 
V’ is formed from Y by removing L from the members of V and then suppressing 
subtrees which become empty. 
We apply the induction hypothesis to G’. To see that the diameter of G’ is at most 3, 
note that a path of vertices and edges in G corresponds to a ‘path’ of subtrees and 
vertices (resp.) in T. This makes it clear that the vertices of I/l+orresponding as they 
do to subtrees consisting of the single vertex L-cannot be used to shortcut paths 
from G’. Thus G’ has diameter at most 3. By induction G’ has a dominating maximal 
clique C’. C’ corresponds to a vertex of T. Let C be the vertex of T closest o C’ on the 
path from L to C’ with the property that there exists a subtree in V containing both 
L and C. Note that CZL. We show that C is a dominating set of G. 
If C = C’ then C dominates the vertices of T’, and by construction also dominates 
the vertices in I’,. Thus C is a dominating set. Suppose then that C # c’. 
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Consider an arbitrary leaf K of T (other than L). By Claim 2.2, we must show that 
some subtree of V contains K and C. Removing C separates Tinto some components. 
Let Tc, be the component containing C’. 
Case 1: Kq!T,,. Since C’ is a dominating set of G’ there exists a subtree in V’ 
containing both C’ and K-hence containing C. The corresponding subtree in 
V contains K and C. 
Case 2: KET~,. Let k be a vertex of G which occurs only in K. Let I be a vertex 
G which occurs only in L. Since the diameter of G is at most 3, d&k, I),< 3. Now do(k, 1) 
cannot be 1, since k and 1 are not in a clique together. If do(k, 1) = 2, there is a subtree in 
9’” containing both K and L, thus containing C. If do(k, 1) = 3, there are two intersect- 
ing subtrees in “Y-, one containing K and the other containing L. By definition of C, no 
subtree of V contains L and a vertex of TC. Thus, the subtree containing K also 
contains C. 0 
3. Dominating cliques in strongly chordal graphs 
Theorem 3.1. For any strongly chordal graph G which has a clique dominating set the 
minimum size of a clique dominating set in G is equal to the maximum number of 
pairwise-disjoint neighbourhoods in G. 
Proof. Note the obvious inequalities that the minimum size of a dominating clique is 
at least the minimum size of a dominating set, which is at least the maximum number 
of pairwise-disjoint neighbourhoods. 
The theorem can be proved by means of a linear-time algorithm which, given 
a strongly chordal graph G and a strong elimination ordering of its vertices, finds 
either a 3-distant pair, or a dominating clique C and an equicardinal set A of vertices 
whose neighbourhoods are disjoint. In the first case G has no dominating clique. 
The algorithm uses Farber’s linear-time dominating set algorithm for strongly 
chordal graphs [3] which will be reviewed here. Farber’s algorithm, given a strongly 
chordal graph G with a strong elimination ordering of the vertices, finds in linear time 
a dominating set D and an equicardinal set A of vertices whose neighbourhoods are 
disjoint. The algorithm builds up D and A (both initially empty) by going through the 
vertices in the strong elimination order. To consider vertex u: if v is not dominated by 
the current D then u is added to A and the maximum neighbour of u is added to D. 
Clearly, the final A and D have equal cardinality and the final D is a dominating set. 
The only thing which Farber must prove is that the vertices in A have disjoint 
neighbourhoods. For completeness we include a brief justification. 
Claim 3.2. If during the course of Farber’s algorithm vertex v is not dominated by the 
current D then its neighbourhood is disjointfrom the neighbourhood of any vertex a in the 
current A. 
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Proof of Claim 3.2. Since a has been considered and u has not, u must be greater than 
a in the ordering. Let deD be the vertex added to D when a was added to A. Then d is 
the maximum vertex in a’s neighbourhood. Since u is not dominated by D, u is not in 
d’s neighbourhood. Suppose by contradiction that some vertex x is in the neighbour- 
hood of both a and u. Then x < d (where < indicates the strong elimination ordering). 
Thus in the neighbourhood matrix rows x, d and columns a, u form a r. Contradic- 
tion. •i 
The algorithm to prove Theorem 3.1 attempts to build a dominating clique C and 
an equicardinal set A of vertices with disjoint neighbourhoods as follows: 
l Perform Farber’s algorithm (replace D by C) until the next vertex to be considered 
is greater than a vertex of the current dominating set C. 
l If C does not dominate G then 
(a) let c be the minimum vertex of C and let k be the maximum neighbour of c. If 
k$C then add any as-yet-undominated vertex to A and add k to C; 
(b) if C (still) does not dominate G then find an undominated vertex s; let u 
be the vertex added to A when c was added to C; and return s, u as a 3-distant pair. 
stop. 
l If C is not a clique then find a nonadjacent pair c’ and c” in C - {k} ; let u’ and u” be 
the corresponding vertices which were added to A when c’ and c” were added to C; 
and return u’,u” as a 3-distant pair. Stop. 
l Otherwise, return C as a dominating clique, and A as an equicardinal set of vertices 
whose neighbourhoods are disjoint. 
It remains to prove that the algorithm is correct and to show how it can be 
implemented in linear time. Consider correctness first: 
Case 1: C is found to be a dominating clique. In this case it is clear that the final 
A and C have equal cardinality and, by Claim 3.2, that the neighbourhoods of vertices 
in A are pairwise disjoint. Thus C is a minimum cardinality dominating clique. 
Case 2: C is not a dominating set. It must be shown that the pairs, u returned by the 
algorithm satisfies d&s, u) > 3. We use the property that the neighbourhood matrix, 
ordered by the strong elimination ordering, is r-free. 
Row c is the bottommost row with a 1 in column u, and it has a 0 in the later column 
s. Thus by r-freeness no row can have l’s in both columns u and s. Thus do(u, s) 2 3. 
Suppose do(u, s)= 3 by the path u, a, b, s (see Fig. 1). If bcu then a r is formed by 
column b and column u or s together with rows a and b in whatever order they occur 
(see Fig. 2). Thus b > u. Since c is the bottommost row with a 1 in column u, we must 
have a < c. If a = c then c is adjacent to b, and if a c c then c must still be adjacent or 
equal to b or else a r would be formed by rows a, c and columns u, b. Now we must 
have b < k since k is the last row with a 1 in column c. Since k does not dominate s it is 
not adjacent o s. Then we get a r formed by rows b, k and columns c, s (note that c es, 
else s would have been considered). Contradiction. 
Case 3: C is not a clique. It must be shown that a pair c’,c”, as described in the 
algorithm exists, and that d&u’, u”) > 3. As before, let c be the minimum vertex of C, 
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Fig. 1. 
b v s 
a 1 1 0 
b 1 0 1 
Fig. 2. 
and let k be c’s maximum neighbour. We use the property that the neighbourhood 
matrix, ordered by the strong elimination ordering, is r-free. 
Since C is not a clique it must contain some nonadjacent pair. If this pair consists of 
k and some vertex C’EC then if c and c’ were adjacent, a r would be formed by rows 
c, k and columns c, c’. Thus c and c’ are not adjacent and provide the requisite pair. 
Assume, without loss of generality that, v’ co”. Note that no assumption is made 
about the relative ordering of c’ and c”, but note that v” <c’ otherwise the algorithm 
would not have considered vertex u”. Row c’ is the bottommost row with a 1 in 
column v’ and has a 0 in the later column v”. Thus, by r-freeness, no row can have l’s 
in columns v’ and v”. Thus, &(u’, v”) > 3. Suppose &(u’, v”) = 3 by the path v’, a, b, v”. If 
b -cd then a r is formed by column b and column u’ or u” together with rows a and b in 
whatever order they occur (similar to the situation in Fig. 2). Thus b > v’. Since c’ is the 
bottommost row with a 1 in column v’, we must have a < c’. If a = c’ then c’ is adjacent 
to b; and if a<c’ then c’ must still be adjacent or equal to b or else a r would be 
formed by rows a, c’ and columns u’, b. Now we must have b GC” since c” is the last row 
with a 1 in column v”. Since c’ and c” are not adjacent, we get a r formed by rows b, c” 
and columns u”,c’. Contradiction. 0 
In order to implement he algorithm in linear time, we should maintain not only the 
current C and A but also the ordered set of undominated vertices U, and the current 
minimum vertex c of C. To perform Farber’s algorithm: take the minimum vertex u of 
U; if u cc, add u to A, find U’S maximum neighbour u, add v to C, updating c if 
necessary, and eliminate u’s neighbours from U. All these steps can be done in time 
linear in the number of vertices and edges of G. Testing if the final C dominates G is 
simply a matter of seeing whether U is empty. Testing if C is a clique, or finding 
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a nonadjacent pair in C, can be done in time linear in the number of edges and vertices 
of C. Thus the whole algorithm can be implemented in linear time. 
Theorem 3.1 implies that a strongly chordal graph with a dominating clique has 
one as small as the smallest dominating set. Furthermore, we have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.3. For any strongly chordal graph G with diameter at most 3, 
(a) r(G)=y,,“,(G)=y,li,“,(G), 
0-N Y(G) = Y,,M(G) if y(G) 2 2 (if Y(G) = 1 then ~~~~~~~~~ = 2). 
4. Conclusions 
Chordal graphs having a dominating clique have been characterized as those of 
diameter at most 3 (either of these conditions can be tested in polynomial time). For 
the subclass consisting of strongly chordal graphs, the problem of finding a minimum 
size dominating clique has been solved by means of a linear-time algorithm. It has 
been shown that this minimum is equal to the minimum size of a dominating 
set-hence we have also solved the problem of finding a minimum size total domina- 
ting set in strongly chordal graphs of diameter at most 3. This total domination 
problem is solvable in polynomial time for trees but NP-complete for chordal graphs 
[S]. Its complexity for strongly chordal graphs is open. 
Note added in proof. Theorem 2.1 is implied by the more general Lemma 7 of 
G. Basco and Zs. Tuza, Dominating cliques in P,-free graphs, Periodica Mathematics 
Hungarica 21 (1990) 303-308. 
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